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Wedding Album Packages
Please see these guide prices for a selection of example packages, which include an album, but all can be
tailored to suit your requirements so feel free to contact me if you would like a bespoke quote. Travel up to
20 miles from HU1 postcode is included.

Ceremony Package:
Three hours attendance*, covering arrivals, ceremony, group shots and cake-cutting up to the beginning of
your meal, with a 20 page album (holding up to around 80 images). £645 including a 30x20cm Standard
Storybook album

Preparations and Wedding Breakfast:
Bride's preparations through ceremony, including speeches and meal, with a 30 page album (up to around
120 images). £895 including a 30x20cm Standard Storybook album

Preparations, Wedding Breakfast and Return for Evening:
As above, but includes a return to cover your evening reception through to first dance, with a 40 page
album (up to around 160 images) plus a 16”x12” canvas wrap print. £1095 including a 30x20cm
Standard Storybook album

All packages include a pre-wedding mini-shoot, all pre-wedding consultations, and website access to
your photos, where they are available to download in low-resolution, ideal for your phone/PC
wallpaper, sending on email or uploading to social network sites like Facebook.
A large choice of upgrades are available, e.g.
USB stick with all high-resolution images with licence to print £125
Mini Parent/Guest books from £40 each
Storybook matching parent albums from £150 per pair (when purchased with storybooks)
Real leather cover upgrades available from £50
*Three hours would be the usual minimum attendance for a weekend service, however if you require attendance shorter than three
hours, this may still be possible, dependent on your date and my availability, so please call me to discuss.
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Why not go
All-Inclusive?
Want it all?
Full day coverage from preparations including into the
evening and first dance, with upgraded genuine leatherbound album, USB stick and 16x12 canvas, all for one price
of

just £1250
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